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Day 1 Tidbits 
 
Roland's interesting new VP-9000 VariPhrase processor loads a phrase 
into memory and there you can synchronize a phrase with another, do 
time and formant-preserving pitch shifts that sound really good, apply 
MIDI control to the audio sample such as pitch bend and notes (for 
harmonization).  It’s sort of like Sonic Foundry's Acid in hardware.  The  
expected "24-bit 1680" is actually the VS-1880 integrated digital audio 
workstation with 18 tracks and a 24-bit recording mode.  On the 
low end, they broke the $1000 barrier with the Boss BR-8 8-track 
integrated digital workstation with 8 virtual tracks layered on each 
track, cut-and-paste editing, a built-in drum machine, and a fairly 
comprehensive set of effects including some guitar simulation models. 
 
March is the magic month (at least as of today) for release of both 
TASCAM and Mackie's 24-track hard disk recorders.  Place your bets. 
 
Sony brought their new DMX-R100 48-channel (the way I count 'em, maybe 
as many as 56) digital console out in the open.  Nice application of a 
touch screen for controls.  Starts at $20,000 and that's without 
multi-channel digital I/O - buy the I/O modules you need - TDIR, ADAT, or 
AES/EBU. 
 
Awaiting Customs clearance is a new smallish MTA console. Malcolm Toft 
Associates is now under the PMI Audio umbrella, the folks who bring us the 
Joemeek brand.  Maybe it’ll be here on Saturday. 
 
No 24-bit ADATs or digital consoles from Alesis, so you can stop 
holding your breath. 
 
 
Day 2 Tidbits  
 
I guess people are finally realizing that mixing, or even controlling 
an audio workstation, with a mouse isn't always desirable.  There are 
lots of new "MIDI Fader Boxes" showing this year.  The big one is from 
Radikal Technologies, with 8 long throw motorized faders, lots of 
dedicated buttons, full transport controls including a jog wheel, and 
a large time code display.  It connects to a computer with either a conventional 5-
pin MIDI DIN connector or via a USB port. 
 



Two new dedicated fader boxes that incorporate audio I/O as well as 
control of a DAW program were shown by TASCAM (designed by Frontier 
Designs) and RolandED (the Edirol division).  Both offer 8 faders, 
transport control, and are bundled with some popular software, turning 
a computer with a USB port (no sound card required) into a pretty good 
emulation of an integrated recorder/mixer. 
 
CM Automation has been making the Motormix, a very nice workstation 
controller for a couple of years now, and this year they added the 
Dashboard, a transport control work surface with 8 rotary pots (in place of the 
motorized faders on the Motormix) which can be assigned to control  
mixing operations.  Another new product, the Wedge, can be used to 
fill in the space between two CM controllers, making a continuous 
console-like assembly.  It has sockets for a pair of lights on 
goosenecks for those who like to mix in the dark. 
 
Analog synths are alive and well with a new on from Bob Moog's 
company, Big Briar.  Based on the concepts of the MiniMoog but 20 
years newer, it provides complete analog control of a wide range of 
synth funtions.  Alesis' new offering, the Andromeda A6, is an 
extensive 6-voice MIDI controllable analog synth with plenty of real 
live performance controls.  These are probably too expensive for the 
dance music dabbler, but they're the first non-boutique (that is, 
built and sold by full fledged manufacturing companies) full featured 
analog synths to come on to the market in a while.  The Big Briar uses 
pretty traditional circuitry, while the Alesis takes advantage of 
Alesis' IC development and manufacturing facility to put a lot of the 
digitally controlled analog functions on custom chips. 
 
For laptop computer users who wish they had a "real" audio card just 
like the big boys at home do, Magma has a couple of new PCI expansion 
chassis boxes, one with two slots, the other with eight, which 
interface to a computer through a PCMCIA card.  One of these will make 
a portable multitrack workstation feasible (assuming you can deal with 
the smallish screen).  A SCSI drive in the box will be optional, as 
will a battery pack for the truly AC-challanged. 
 
Last for today is a new sample rate converter from Lucid 
Technology.  This is a pretty much do-anything-digital box that can 
take in audio data at any sample rate from 30 to 100 kHz and spit it 
out at any of the "standard" rates in the range of 32 to 96 kHz, the rate of 
incoming word clock, or the rate of the input signal.  Input word 
length is up to 24-bit, and output word length can be shortened with 
dither to 20- or 16-bit resolution. 
 
 



Day 3 Tidbits  
 
The flood of large diaphragm condenser mics seems to have subsided and 
has been displaced by a flood of music creation programs capable of 
being operated by those who don't play any instruments.  Two 
particularly interesting ones shown this weekend were Storm from 
Atruria in France and Magix Music Maker.  The Magix program is notable 
for its $29 price and video clip integration, while Storm fetures the 
sounds of analog synthesis including an analog-style drum machine, 
tempo and pitch shifting, and a scratching tool.  If these are toys, 
they're pretty sophisticated toys. 
 
MIDI music creation for the Palmtop computer has finally arrived, or at least will 
be here in a couple of weeks when the software is released.  Minimusic of San 
Francisco has developed a pattern-based sequencer called BeatPad and a 
companion notation-based one named NotePad for the Palm Pilot computer.  As 
a companion, Swivel Systems showed (for Summer release) a 128 instrument 
General MIDI synthesizer that plugs on to the Palmtop to provide a complete 
shirt pocket sized MIDI composition and playback system. 
 
Line 6 introduced the POD Pro, a rack mount implementation of the POD 
guitar processor.  It contains all the effects and amplifier 
simulation of the POD, adding a 24-bit digital output, word clock output, and 
XLR analog outputs.  Its patches can be easily trasferred to the stomp 
box format POD to take to the gig.  In another corner, the Johnson 
Amplification J-Station stomp-box sized amplifier and speaker 
simulator was displayed.  No opinion here on sound yet, but now that 
there are two functionally similar products, you have a choice. 
 
A couple of other interesting guitar things - Farnell Guitars has 
developed a technique for molding and coating hard foam to make an 
electric guitar body, saving a lot of weight.  They claim to have 
found the secret to retaining the sustain of a solid wood body without 
the mass.  Garrison Guitars of Canada has come up with an interesting 
construction process for the acoustic guitar.  They've developed a 
molded composite glass fiber assembly which includes the binding and 
braces of the instrument.  This greatly reduces the assembly time of a 
guitar and allows them to sell a guitar with a solid wood (not 
plywood) top and back for as litte as $135.  They sound about twice as 
good as they should for the money.  For those looking for a stand that 
holds a guitar in playing positon, Kalware Designs has a really clever 
system for holding the instrument by the strap buttons.  It has a 
sturdy aluminum tube frame. 
 
Echo's first product under their own name since their distribution 
deal with Event ended is the nearly ready Mona, a 4-in 6-out audio 



interface for the computer.  It features real mic imputs with XLR 
connectors and phantom power, with built-in metering.  Inputs are 
analog or digital, either coax or optical S/PDIF as well as ADAT 
lightpipe on channel pairs. 
 
 
Day 4 Tidbits  
 
Steinberg's Nuendo, the 128-track audio workstation system was up and 
running.  Nuendo isn't a warmed over Cubase, it's all new code and 
intended to be fast and tight enough so that it doesn't require DSP 
hardware to provide all its tricky features.  Particular emphasis is 
placed on surround monitoring, with the ability to translate a mix to 
any number of speaker configurations just by selecting one from a 
pull-down menus. 
 
While not new at this show, I got the opportunity to get a good 
demonstration of the S-2 plug-in from Waves.  This is a stereo 
processor which allows manipulation of a stereo recording using 
techniques developed by the late Michael Gerson.  A stereo track can 
be widened, narrowed, or rebalanced without changing the position of 
what’s in the center.  It opens up some interesting possibilities like recording 
all tracks as stereo, then steering them into the desired position 
rather than simply using amplitude pan pots. 
 
The SeaSound Solo computer audio interface was no sooner released but 
it's getting updated.  The Solo consists of a PCI card with most of 
the guts in a rack-mounted box that has two mic, two line, and two 
auxiliary inputs, with insert points and comprehensive monitoring. 
The audio quality of the Solo EX has been improved over the original 
version, but the most significant change was to add a port for an optional  
8-channel 24-bit/96 kHz I/O expander.  The A8 expander integrates with the 
Solo, with its inputs routed to the Solo's input monitor input control for no-latency 
monitoring.  Also coming from SeaSound is a box for remote control of a DAW, 
including the normal transport controls, auto-locate points, and track arming. 
 
Is it me, or does it seem that Fostex brings out a new integrated 
recorder/mixer every show?  This show brings the announcement of the 
VF-16, a 16 track unit with an internal hard drive (10 GB stock, up to 
30 GB can be accommodated), 16 channel faders and a main stereo fader.  
While there's some sharing of controls through menus, the basic layout is 
pretty straightforward.  This recorder will hit the market in a few 
months at $1600 or lower, and will replace the FD-8 in the product 
line. 
 
Mercury Equipment Company, a new project of David Bock of Soundelux 



microphone fame, is a line of high quality, vintage-style signal 
procesors.  Currently there are two Pultec-type equalizers, one using 
a balanced signal path throughout, the other being unbalanced once the 
signal gets into the box, with a balanced output. These are all point-to-point  
hand wired and use top quality materials throughout.  Also in the line is a limiter 
with a variable-mu tube as the gain element with characteristics of the much in 
demand Fairchild 670, which appears to now be required for mixing at least 
around LA. 
 
Focusrite has a new stereo processor, the MixMaster, in their Platinum 
series.  This features an input gate/expander, 3 band compressor, and 
a 3-band equalizer with the center band fully parametric.  Digital 
output with switch selectable 16- or 24-bit word length output.  It's 
clearly intended to be used as a final processor in mastering.  Also 
new from Focusrite is the ISA 110 Classic EQ and mic preamp. 
Employing the same circuitry as in the Focusrite Red Range, the ISA 
110 has a more plain front panel and newer manufacturing processes, 
reducing the price. 
 
CAD introduced several new mics, most noteworthy for studio 
applications being the M-177, the M-277, and C-84.  The M's use the 1.1" 
diapragm capsules as are found in the CAD 300 mic. The internal electronics 
have been redesigned and will run on phantom power as low as 24 V. 
(sub-48 V. phantom power sources are more common than I'd expected 
these days).  The 177 is a cardioid-only mic, while the 277 is 
switchable between omni, bi-directional, and cardiod patterns.  The 
C-84 is a small diaphragm cardioid condenser. 
 
Another updated-before-released product is Apogee's AP8AD and AP8DA 
A/D and D/A plug-in converter cards for Yamaha digital mixers.  These 
cards come with an extender so they'll fit either the original long 
slots in the 02R or the shorter slots in the 01V and 03D mixers.  They 
use the same converters as in the AD-8000, along with a new low jitter 
internal clock.  Apogee's Soft Limit can be selected via DIP switches 
on a channel-by-channel basis. 
 
That’s it – short and sweet.  


